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Membership Information : The membership now stands at 361. If you
know of anyone who has not renewed and wishes to do so, please ask them
to contact the Membership Secretary urgently. Please remind them that
they cannot attend any groups until they do so. Badges will be produced
for distribution when we are able to meet again.
We regret to announce the death of Arthur Stafford on 18th March 2021.
Our condolences go out to his family and friends.
Margaret Potter (membership secretary)
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MESSAGE FROM THE CHAIR

Every couple of months I get a reminder from the
Editor of the Newsletter that I am supposed to
write something to include in it. This occurs with
alarming frequency and at what always seems to
be frighteningly short notice. Each time I ask
myself, with a growing sense of desperation, what
on earth there is to write about. The Covid virus
seems to have put a stop to just about every
activity that might be of interest, which means that I invariably end up
writing about the virus itself. Even the BBC has had to seize on the
anniversary of the first lockdown as an excuse for repeating old interviews
with people complaining about its impact on them.
At least we now have some reasons to be optimistic. Half the adult
population has had at least its first dose of vaccine and the government is
talking of things getting back to normal by the summer. It all depends on
what you mean by normal. Hopefully a return to u3a meetings is
somewhere on the horizon but our lords and masters have also described
the prospect of holidays abroad as “very unlikely” and one of their
advisers says we should be compelled to wear those awful face masks for
several years to come. So it may be life, but not as we know it.
Meanwhile, away from the sphere of human activity, the real world is
carrying on as normal. I am writing this on a beautiful spring day.
Flowers are blooming in gardens and the trees are about to blossom. The
frogs have started to arrive in the pond in our garden ready for the annual
breeding season. So let’s look forward to the summer, when we may be
able to meet up with our families again. But oh! for a decent summer
holiday.
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APRIL MEETING Tuesday 13th April at 2:30 pm.
Mark Temple: The Life and Crimes of Agatha Christie
Mark spent nearly 35 years teaching in a local special school before
retiring and becoming a volunteer for the National Trust. Being interested
in local history, he found himself doing talks for several groups including
Swannington Mill & Mountsorrel Heritage Centre. The story of Agatha
Christie, the world’s most popular novelist from the Golden Age of crime
fiction. Looking at her stories, the secrets to her talent as a prolific writer
and revealing some of the trivia and mysteries surrounding her own
life. Details on how to join the meeting were circulated on 30th March
MAY MEETING - IMPORTANT –THIS YEAR’S AGM
Tuesday 11th May. This will be a virtual event via Zoom. This requires a
longer time scale than usual to permit emailing or posting nomination
forms etc. for the election of the committee and any voting required. The
constitution also lays down the minimum period of notice for the AGM
and, more importantly, the time allowed from sending out nomination
forms to allowing receipt of them back to the secretary. In view of these
restrictions, the following timetable applies.
 Formal notices were sent out on Tuesday 9th March together with
nomination forms for committee posts and formal proposal
templates. If you have not received yours please contact the
membership secretary immediately. This year we are acting under
the new constitution adopted in 2020 so elections to the committee
are to a particular post in the case of Chair, Vice Chair, Secretary and
Treasurer, or, as an ordinary committee member.
 Returns will be accepted up to the deadline of midday Tuesday 6th
April.
 Voting papers will be sent out by Tuesday 20th April with a deadline
for return of midday Tuesday 4th May.
 Joining instructions for the Zoom virtual meeting will be sent out no
later than Tuesday 4th May.
The virtual meeting will start at 2:30, and the first 100 members (including
the committee) will be able to participate under our licence. This includes
any member who telephones in on our allocated phone number.
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NEWS FROM THE THIRD AGE TRUST
Sam Mauger’s message to u3a members 5 March 2021, taken from the
national newsletter. Sam Mauger, CEO of the Third Age Trust, said,
“Hello there. I just wanted to have a catch up with you. It’s really
encouraging now that we have a hopeful way out of lockdown and
returning to face to face meetings. What a relief that is for all of us. It will
be great to see each other again in real life and not just virtual life. And
great that it’s coming when spring is upon us and summer is around the
corner. It really feels like a new beginning. We’ve learnt a lot over the last
year about keeping in touch. We’re not going to forget any of that.
However, as we come out of lockdown we’re going to be following all the
advice and guidance from all the governments from the four nations. The
first bulletins giving advice will be coming out later this month. It’s great
to be on the next phase of this u3a journey and I’m looking forward to it so
much.” Contact u3a by:
• calling 020 8466 6139
• emailing info@u3a.org.uk
• Visiting our website u3a.org.uk
Date for your Diary The Company Secretary, Samantha Mauger, gives
notification of the date of the Annual General Meeting of the Third Age
Trust 2021 in order to allow for member u3as to prepare for the meeting.
Notification is hereby given that the 38th Annual General Meeting of the
Third Age Trust will be held as a hybrid meeting allowing delegates to
attend in person (subject to government restrictions in place at the time) or
online on: Thursday 26th August, commencing at 11.15am (time and
venue for those wishing to attend in person to be confirmed).
The Research Committee has been approached about two studies that
they have approved to be circulated to u3a members.
A research project investigating the impact of loneliness on a number of
different populations over the pandemic. Take the survey.
A study investigating the impact of tactile responsivity (over or under
sensitivity to touch) in individuals with and without Autism Spectrum
Disorder. They are asking adults with and without a diagnosis of Autism
Spectrum Disorder to complete this questionnaire.
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u3a were contacted by Mastermind who are looking for participants in the
next series. To take part, email
mastermind.hth@hattrick.com and let us know if you
do feature.
NEWS FROM THE REGIONAL TRUSTEE Jean
Hogg
I know that a few people have been questioning why
the Trust will still be asking for a member subscription
this April. The truth is that the staff, Board members and volunteers have
been busier than ever this last year. Below is a light hearted ‘conversation’
on this topic I thought I would share with you and hope you enjoy it!
Apologies to the writer, as I have forgotten who it is!
I can be contacted on: jean.hogg@u3a.org.uk or phone: 0744 322 1688
What has the Third Age Trust ever done for us?
Well, they provide loads of learning resources (soon via an online
Learning Hub). They have 70+ designated Subject Advisers on all sorts of
topics for Study Groups – everything from Amateur Radio
to Yoga. They also do excellent summer schools and events in ‘normal’
years, too, open to all u3a and their members
Yeh, ok, but….
They send round a national e-newsletter on matters of interest and the
doings of u3a and their members – sign up at: https://www.u3a.org.uk/
And they publish Third Age Matters magazine which is delivered to your
door for £0.62p an issue for a 90+ page really great magazine. And now
they’ve started podcasts, produced by u3a members with experience in
broadcasting! Oh, and they give excellent advice on everything from
finance (special workshops on that one!) to Covid – not only general
advice, but answering specific problems when local u3as ask them.
They also create ‘national’ groups for things that local u3a might not have
enough interest in or enough members to make a group viable – on
writing, for example
Yes, but….
And they created a model constitution for local u3as which keeps us all
legal and operating to best Charity Commission practice. They also do
branding and marketing materials to help us present a lively and
professional ‘look’, and attract new members
But do they help us with insurance?
Yes, they have national insurance policies which cover both the local u3a
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and also all the individual members when involved in any u3a activity.
And all trustees have full Indemnity Insurance – including from the time
they're a Steering Group forming a new u3a (oh yes, they also give a startup grant). Also, for those local u3as that want to use it, they have a
‘Beacon’ system for managing membership, keeping records, and
managing Study Group membership and activities
Is that all? Hmmmmm…..
Oh, I forgot to mention that they help a new u3a get set up and going, and
they support regional/national networks of u3as so they can support and
learn from each other
Any good in a crisis?
They’ve given great advice during Covid, both about being safe and what
can be kept going, as well as providing high quality events on line
available to all u3as and their members during the pandemic
Do they speak up for us ‘oldies’, tho’?
Yes they do, working with other charities and groups to make the case for
ageing well and gracefully!
Anything new on the horizon?
Two great new initiatives. One is branded merchandise – anything from
pens to sweatshirts, branded with your u3a name or the name of your
particular Study Group. AND a new Discounting Scheme which will
easily save you double or more the cost of your u3a Annual Sub if you
sign up and use it. Both coming soon.
Oh ok, I give in! Maybe it is a good idea to have a Third Age Trust to
support all the local u3as, and maybe it is good value for money for the
amount we pay….
NEWS FROM THE NETWORK
Volunteers needed to listen to children read in primary schools
Hazel Richardson is a member of Charnwood u3a and has sent the
following message: “Many members may know about the Schoolreaders
charity, and, like me, already volunteer at their local school.
Unfortunately, because of the pandemic, volunteering since March 2020,
has had to stop. But in the coming months, hopefully, the situation will
change…. It is the most rewarding thing I have done, and it was through
the u3a that I found out about this charity. Information and training is
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given by the school, and safeguarding is especially important.”
See below for details on how to apply.
Could you become a Schoolreaders volunteer and help children catchup on vital reading skills?
The impact of Coronavirus on education means that thousands of children
won’t have had the opportunity to practise reading during lockdown. In a
normal year, one in four children leaves primary school unable to read
well. Estimates suggest that many primary school children have fallen
further behind in reading, with the most disadvantaged pupils now seven
months behind their peers. Children who struggle with reading are more
likely to live in poverty and be unemployed as adults.
Schoolreaders needs more volunteers, especially in Coalville, Leicester
and Loughborough, to support children’s reading and help them catch up
on their lost education. If you want to make a difference to a child’s life,
apply to become a Schoolreader. No qualifications are needed - just a love
of reading, some spare time each week and a willingness to go where the
children need you most. The process to become a Schoolreader takes a few
weeks, so please apply now so you can be ready to start as soon as it can
be arranged.
To join us, please visit the website www.schoolreaders.org/volunteerapplication-form or call 01234 924111 for further information.
NEWS FROM THE GROUPS COORDINATOR
This month an honourable mention for Richard
Thompson and the Science and Technology group.
As a Drama teacher I was initially attracted to Richard’s
article in last month’s Newsletter, headlined To Zoom or
Not to Zoom. This describes the eminently scientific way
the group held a button pressing meeting to explore
Zoom. I read with an ever-widening smile as he mentioned how the
members took it in turns to press all the buttons available! This is very
wise and puts me in mind of the very first computer I owned in Leicester.
My – I was going to say broadband – but in those days that would
probably have been what we asked for when we bought a particular size of
stationery, and nothing to do with computers – internet provider was NTL,
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and their Help Line was based in Ireland. The first piece of advice I
received from the adviser – Siobhan I think – was to try everything: “short
of pouring water over it, it won’t break”. I was so relieved to hear this and
I thanked her profusely, and went into great detail about the torments I’d
been through trying to work this massive plastic box on my dinner table.
She replied in a wonderful Irish accent “Ahh…don’t worry – you’ll be all
right now” And I was!
So, I second Richard and the Science and Technology group’s proposal press everything; give Zoom a try. If you don’t like it, well, at least you
gave it a go. Until we can properly meet again I for one will “follow the
science”!
By the time this newsletter is published the Committee should have
received the National u3a guidance on how we should restart following all
the steps of the relaxation. We will be in touch as soon as we can with you
to pass that guidance on.
Until then I will be on Zoom to attend Liz Brandow and the Shakespeare
group’s reading of The Comedy of Errors – there are a lot of mistakes, and
a lot of misunderstanding, but lots of laughing too…and it’s all right in the
end!
And if you have any ideas as regards new groups do keep passing them on.
Also … u3a DAY Wednesday 2nd June 2021
The u3a Day advertising our groups and activities will take place on and
around the Wednesday 2nd June this year as a
“virtual” event, hopefully with publicity and
mentions in the local press. If your group has any
material to showcase as an example of the
interests, and social activities of Leicester u3a, I
would love to hear from you on
groups@leicesteru3a.org.uk
Take care,
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Neil Taylor

Groups Coordinator…

MEET THE CONVENOR – Denise Aaron (Current Affairs 1 Group)
Q: Are you originally from Leicester?
A: No, I was born and brought up in Sale in Cheshire
Q: What brought you to Leicester?
A: My husband got a job at the Leicester General so I came here with him.
Q: What did you do before you retired?
A: I worked as a chiropodist which then became a podiatrist.
Q: What made you join Leicester u3a, & when?
A: I joined in January 2017 in the recommendation of our friend Martin
Heffernan.
Q: What groups did you join to start with?
A: First group was history. I met the convenor at a cocktail party. I then
joined current affairs and ended up as convenor within about two
meetings.
Q: What’s your TV guilty pleasure?
A: American rubbish and the supernatural like ‘A Discovery of Witches’
Q: What was the last book you read?
A: Anything easy and romantic, but I take no notice of the titles although I
have progressed beyond Mills & Boon!
My grateful thanks to Denise for her time. (Editor)
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REPORTS FROM THE GROUPS AND INDIVIDUAL MEMBERS
History 2 Group

(Mike Bates, Convenor History2 Group)

Norman Leicester onwards - Part 1
We are all now very aware of Richard III with respect to Leicester.
However, we are not necessarily aware of how important Leicester was
and the part it played in connection with national events from early
Norman times onwards. There are connections with barons who were with
William the Conqueror at the Battle of Hastings and their descendants who
were Earls of Leicester. From 1265 the Earls of Leicester were sons of the
kings. Some of them spent a lot of time in Leicester and there were even
Parliaments held at Leicester Castle. I was inspired to tackle this subject
for History2 Group by a book ‘Glimpses of Ancient Leicester’ by Mrs
Thomas Fielding Johnson [Agnes Johnson], Second Edition 1906 (first
Edition was 1891). Agnes Paget, second daughter of Alfred Paget and
Eliza Smith married Thomas Fielding Johnson as his second wife in 1863.
[There is some of her history in the Leicester University Library
University of Leicester History Project ‘So that they may have life’
https://ourhistory.le.ac.uk.] The book is available on-line:
http://specialcollections.le.ac.uk/digital/collection/p15407coll6/id/16393
There were Earls of Leicester and a Saxon castle before the Normans. We
read that at Whitsuntide in 1051 Leofric, Earl of Coventry and Leicester,
and his wife, the Lady Godiva, were at Leicester Castle; this occasion was
to witness a grant of a Charter for the building and endowing of a
monastery at Spalding. His grandson Edwin was the last Saxon Earl of
Leicester. His sister Algitha was the wife of King Harold. Edwin and his
brother Morcar, Earl of Northumberland, were involved in an uprising
after the Battle of Hastings and were slain.
Subsequent to the Battle of Hastings, William the Conqueror in 1068
moved onto the Midlands. Leicester was resistant and was ‘laid waste’,
resulting in the Saxon Castle and the Church of St Mary being in ruins. As
a result of this, only 64 family heads remained out of a population of about
3,000. At that time there were 322 houses, two mills, and six parish
churches, being St Margaret, St Martin, St Nicholas, All Saints, St Peter
(survived until C16), St Michael (demolished C12).
How did Leicester recover? We will see – the story continues next time.
Parts 2 to 4 will appear in future editions.
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(editor)

Harry Peach

Tony Moore (Member)

Like Mike Bates (March Newsletter), I volunteered to work on the
Leicester University research project “So that they may have life”. This
was initiated as part of this year’s Centenary celebrations, as the
University appointed its first Principal in May 1921, with the first (nine)
students arriving in October 1921.
My particular subject was the life of a man called Harry Peach, who was
one of the founders and was a governor for its first fifteen years. He was
also a benefactor, giving the University paintings and furniture and at least
1,600 books, and the library in the Law School is named after him. He was
a remarkable man: member of the Independent Labour Party and friend of
Leicester MP (and future Prime Minister) Ramsay MacDonald, and
founder of three companies (Dryad Cane Furniture, which became the
biggest manufacturer of cane furniture in Britain; Dryad Metal Works,
which made everything from door furniture to flower bowls and war
memorials; Dryad Handicrafts, which at the time of Harry’s death in 1936
was the largest handicraft supplier in the world).
He was also a keen environmentalist – he was secretary of the
Leicestershire Footpaths Association (whose history he wrote in 1928) and
organiser of a ‘Save the Countryside’ exhibition in Leicester which
received support from the Conservative Prime Minister, Stanley Baldwin.
He persuaded the Leicester tram company to fit used ticket bins on all its
vehicles (to reduce litter pollution), and got his son Roger to design a
metal litter bin that could be attached to lamp-posts. He wrote a pamphlet
entitled ‘Let Us Tidy Up’ and got King George V to supply its opening
statement. But perhaps his greatest environmental achievement was
persuading the petrol giant Shell-Mex to remove thousands of
advertisements and hoardings from the countryside where they were an
eyesore.
Harry’s interest in design led him to collect around 3,000 quality items
from all over the world (ranging from an English gingerbread mould to a
Russian painted egg-cup to a witch doctor’s beaded anklet from Malawi).
The bulk of these were given to the Leicester Museum in 1969 and some
are on display in its World Arts Gallery. I have written a 13-page
biography of Harry Peach, which I would be happy to send to anyone
interested. N.B. If you would like a copy please contact me. Also, one of
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our members, Pat Kirkham, wrote a book about Harry Peach which was
published in 1986(Editor)
Digital Photography
The group have now reached the letters E and F in their photographic verb
quest.

Fishing
Photo by Irene Ault
(member of the
group)

Signs of spring – photos from individual members

Cyclamen in the snow
Photos by Margaret
(your editor)
P.S. They are still in
bloom now….
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(Photos by Tony
Locke)

Tiny plants and
insect in his
garden.

MEETINGS IN LOCKDOWN
French Intermediate Conversation

(Ivy Carr - Convenor)

In normal circumstances we meet fortnightly in members’ homes and
discuss a previously prepared topic. At the beginning of lockdown we
decided to continue the group by each writing a piece on the chosen topic
which is then circulated online among the members, keeping roughly to
the days on which we would have met. This has worked remarkably well
with excellent written accounts – amazing for a conversation group.
Suggested topics are varied, for example: ‘I was there when….’ resulted in
an account from a member who was in Sweden when ABBA won the
European Song Contest which contrasted with the member who was a
child in Leicester when the bomb was dropped in WWII, whilst a third
member saw GB win a gold medal at the London Olympics in 2012.
Our current topic is ‘A Spring Festival’.
Technical abilities vary, the more competent members giving suggestions
on the best way to include photographs, pictures etc. These details and
arrangements for ‘meetings’ etc. are carried out in English.
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I think it is important to stress that the social aspect of our group is very
important, we are very friendly and support and encourage each other.
Most of us have travelled widely, which adds to the interest and diversity
of the chosen topics.
Of the current 10 members, 8 regularly take part. Google and dictionaries
are put to good use.
These are challenging times so there are no hard deadlines, and if anyone
is having a problem they are encouraged to take a break until they feel able
to join us again.
Bridge 1

(Bob Collins - Convenor)

I have been running the Bridge Group for a number of years (time flies
by!) but Covid-19 changed things enormously.
Initially everything stopped but after 6 weeks or so, u3a (TAT) arranged a
three months’ free trial (I now subscribe) with Bridge No Fear, a website
where you can try playing hands etc by yourself. One of my group, Denis
Cogan, said they had used another website, Bridge Base Online (BBO) to
play bridge online with his wife and relatives. He suggested I ask
someone else in the group to play with me against his wife and him - this
was very enjoyable.
A bit later on, my girlfriend introduced me to Messenger and subsequently
WhatsApp on smartphones. After realizing we could have four people on
WhatsApp (video and audio) I thought, why not use this whilst we play
bridge, making things more like a social game. This worked very well
most of the time.
I gradually increased the number of people playing, and the frequency,
over the next couple of months. A few people did not have a computer
and/or smartphone and a few were not interested. I fitted in one person
without a mobile by using a landline as well.
Out of some 19 members of the group, 12 now play. Some only want to
play once week, some twice and a few three or even four times. I
generally arrange games for four or five times a week, of which there are
two tables on one or two days. This can be complicated to organize but
satisfying.
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PUZZLE CORNER
A (moderate) Killer puzzle
(created by Cliff Ault – member of Cryptic Crossword 2 Group)
A Killer is like Sudoku except that the numbers in the marked areas have
to be all distinct and add up to the sum in the top left-hand corner of the
area. This involves some extra arithmetic - good exercise for the brain.
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Killer Solution
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ABOUT THE NEWSLETTER
Delivery
The newsletter is currently not being printed, and is only being delivered
to members by email as a pdf file.
Contributions
Firstly, a big thank you to all those who responded to my plea for articles
this month. A bumper bundle resulting in a very interesting and diverse
selection. Keep them coming please.
The deadline for items to be included in the May newsletter is Tuesday
27th April 2021. Contributions (from convenors and members) should be
sent to the editor at: newsletter@leicester u3a.org.uk
If you want to submit your entry as hard copy, please contact the Editor, or
the Membership Secretary for the postal address.
We are always pleased to receive brief reports from groups about their
recent activities and extend our thanks to all the authors who have done so.
Please keep them coming. The occasional picture would be welcome as
well. Please keep all articles to a maximum of about 350 words. If you
have a story or a report that is considerably longer than that, we can edit it
into two (or more if it’s very long!) shorter articles to be published in
subsequent newsletters if we are short of space.
When the current restrictions are lifted Leicester u3a will resume its
meetings on the second Tuesday of each month (except August and
December) at Christchurch, Clarendon Park Road, LE2 3AH, and many
special interest groups will then continue to meet regularly in members’
homes and elsewhere.
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